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1.

GETTING AROUND THE DATABASE

A. Introduction
1.
PlaMES (short for Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation System) can be used by IFAD-supported
projects and programmes\1 with an implementation period of between four and ten years. PlaMES is a tool
that can be used for annual planning and budgeting; for detailed monitoring at activity and output level; and
for recording results at higher levels of the logical framework. It is structured in a way that matches the
design of typical IFAD-supported projects and is aligned with Core Indicators and the way in which
logframes are entered in IFAD’s Operational Result Management System (ORMS). PlaMES focuses on
physical progress, although some financial progress data (expenditure by component) can be entered to
facilitate comparing physical progress and financial progress. PlaMES is one element of a broader project
Management Information System (MIS) that provides critical information on progress (AWPB
implementation) and results (indicators) for management and reporting purposes. Other elements include a
financial management system, software for analysing survey data, and a geographic information system.
2.
Monitoring under IFAD-supported
Figure 1. PM&E partners and data flow
projects should be integrated with
implementation, and would normally
involve the participation of multiple partners
(see Figure 1). PlaMES can be installed as
one central database, or it can be used by
multiple implementing agencies and lead
service
providers
responsible
for
implementation of a project. Data entered is
then compiled in the central database
through a process of data exchange. It is
PlaMES
recommended that each Lead Service
Provider and Lead Implementing Agency
designate one person as being responsible
for M&E\2. The M&E Officer of a project is expected to manage PlaMES and provide the necessary
oversight and technical support on all aspects related to PM&E.
3.
PlaMES must be installed by the Administrator, which would normally be the M&E Officer. You
open the database using a Shortcut Icon on the Desktop: PlaMES or PlaMES 64bit. It can also be opened
from the Start Menu where PlaMES will be shown as a folder or tile.
4.
The remainder of this section contains an introduction on database use: how to move around the
database, use the Dashboard, open and close Forms, print Reports, etc. The database contents, the purpose
of the different Forms, Tables, etc. and how to enter data into the system and get things out of it, is discussed
separately in the sections that follow.

1

Throughout this manual reference is made to project, but the same applies to a programme. PlaMES can be used by
any IFAD-financed investment project or programme.
2

This would be a part-time duty in addition to the normal work of such a person.
1
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5.
The database includes Tables, Forms and Reports. Data are stored in Tables, which are not shown.
You use Forms to enter, change and retrieve data in tables. Reports are the end product, with different types
of data put together and presented in an understandable and presentable way, as printable reports, tables or
charts. Reports can be viewed on the screen, printed, or exported.
B. Startup Screen and Dashboard
6.
When you open the database, a Startup Screen appears. Type the appropriate user name and
password3 and click on Log on to open the database as a User, Operator or Administrator. Users can view
information, generate reports and export data. Operators can also add new Records, modify and delete data.
In addition, Administrators can set indicator targets, change database definitions, and carry out various other
management functions.
7.
The Dashboard will appear as shown in Figure 2. At the top it mentions the project name, the
institution using the database and the person who has logged in. The dashboard has a Main Menu on the left,
where you can single click any of the items in blue, such as > Outputs Register, to open a Form. To close the
database, click on > Exit. The menu item just before > Exit varies depending on how the database has been set
up: it can be > Data Exchange, > Update Location or > Administrator Functions\4.

Figure 2. The Dashboard when the database has just been opened

3

To change the password, enter only the user name, click on Change, and use the Form that pops up.

4

There are four database types: the central database used by a system administrator / M&E Officer (type 1); a database
for decentralized data entry by lead implementing agencies / services providers (type 2); a database for data entry in the
coordination/management unit of the project (type 3); and a database used by project partners who only view data and
generate reports (type 4). The type is selected when the database is set up on a certain computer.
2
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8.
The dashboard shows performance information at activity level for the current year: the number of
planned activities; the number of activities that have been flagged as problem activities; and a chart showing
activities by activity status. The year can be changed to see the status of activities for a different year, for
example Year: 2019/20 . Charts for output and higher-level indicators can also be viewed on the dashboard, by
clicking on these buttons:
.
C. General features of Forms
9.
From the Dashboard you can open different Forms and through those Forms you can access data and
various functions of the database. Each Form has a title at the top, for example Progress with activities or
New activity. Note that not all Forms have exactly the same features.
10.

General characteristics of the Forms include the following (also see Figure 3).
a. Move forwards from one Field on a Form to the next, by using the TAB key, move backwards to a
previous Field by using SHIFT-TAB (press the TAB key while holding down the SHIFT key). Pressing
the ENTER key also moves the cursor to the next Field in most cases (but not always).
b. Go directly to any Field by clicking on it using the mouse. Note that the cursor may land in the
middle of a Field especially if it already has data, while you would normally want to start typing data
at the beginning of the Field.
c. On Forms that are used to enter data, the Fields will either look like this:
means they are locked; or like this:

which

which means data can be entered. The color of

the active/selected Field will be different, like this: Quantity
unlock a Form for editing and use the ‘lock’

. Use the ‘key’

symbol to

symbol to prevent further editing.

d. There are different types of Fields on a Form: the most common are Text Fields, Number Fields,
Date Fields and Memo Fields.
e. Text Fields accept a maximum of 255 characters, but often the number of characters is further
restricted, for example, the Abbreviated name Field on the Institution Form is a Text Field that
accepts a maximum of 10 characters.
f.

Number Fields require a number to be entered. Numbers can be shown in different ways, for
example 360 or 2,400 or 2.400,30 or 12.6 or 82%. Note that a full stop is used as decimal symbol
when the computer language setting is English but a comma is used under various other language
setting; likewise, a comma is used as thousands-separator when the computer language setting is
English but this can be different for other language setting. When you enter a number, type only the
digits (1250 or 85), without the thousand separator (not 1,250) or percent sign (not 85%).

g. Date Fields can be recognized because a Date Picker
button is shown when
the Field is selected. Click on that button to open a calendar that can be used to
select a date. Dates may be shown in different ways depending on the language
settings on your computer, for example 20/07/2015 or 7/20/2015 for
20 July 2014.
h. Memo Fields can contain a lot of text, and unlike other Fields, text can be formatted (e.g. bold,
different fonts, ■ bullets – but no tables, graphs or pictures). This makes it possible to, for example,
copy and paste the entire executive summary of a technical report on the rehabilitation of a road into
the Comments Field of the Outputs Register. Most Comments Fields expand in size when they are

3
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selected and become smaller again on exit. When you are entering text in a Memo Field, the ENTER
key takes you to the next line (just like in MS-Word), instead of to another data field.
i.

Most Fields either allow you to type data or select data from a dropdown list. Normally a
selection must be made from the values the dropdown list offers.

j.

Some Forms have Navigation Buttons
at the top of the Form. Here you can see the
number of the Current Record and total number of Records (e.g. 5 of 41), and you can use the
different buttons to move from one Record to another: go to the First Record, the Previous Record,
the Next Record or the Last Record.

k. Forms also include Function Buttons to perform certain actions, such as Close to close the Form,
Delete to delete a Record, or Reports to go to a Form that can be used to generate reports.
l.

Everything you click on Forms, including dropdown lists, navigation buttons and function buttons,
uses a single-click of the mouse and not a double-click.

11.
There are two main types of Forms in the database: Continuous Forms that show a list of records,
often read-only and with only selected information; and Single Forms, which are normally used to enter data.
D. Continuous Forms
12.
A Continuous Form shows a list of records, which in most cases are read-only. An example of such a
Form is shown in Figure 3. Important points to note about Continuous Forms are the following.
a. When the Form is opened, all the available Records are shown. This can be many: the number of
planned activities for a year, for example, could be hundreds of activities.
b. You can scroll up and down using a Scroll Bar on the right-hand side of the Form or using the
PageUp/PageDown keys, if the Records are too many to be shown all at once.
c. In most cases, only some data are shown: for each institution in the Institutions Register, for
example, data are kept in 20 Fields but only 10 of these are shown on the Institutions register Form.
d. The number of Records that are shown can be reduced using Filters at the bottom of the Form. On
the Annual planning Form, for example, the Filters include: Year, Description contains, Quarter,
Institution and Component. By selecting a certain Institution as Filter, only activities implemented by
that institution will be shown. More than one Filter can be used simultaneously, to further reduce the
number of Records. Two more filters are
where you can enter a date to see only
records that have changed since that date; and
where you can select an institution to
show only records entered in the database used by that institution. To clear the Filters and show all
Records again, click on the Show All Function Button.
e. There are several Function Buttons at the top of each Form. Click Reports to open a Reports, tables
and charts Form from which reports can be generated and data can be exported. Click Detailed Report
to see a Report with details on the current Record: in the case of the Institutions register Form, for
example, this will be a Report with the details on one particular institution. Click Add to open a Data
Entry Form to add a new Record: in the case of the Institutions register Form a new institution, in
the case of the Outputs register Form a new result. Click Edit to open a Data Entry Form where all
the existing data of the current Record can be reviewed and modified. Click Close to go back to a
previously opened Form or to the Dashboard.

4
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Figure 3. Example of a continuous form with multiple records
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E. Single Forms
13.
An example of a Single Form is shown in Figure 4. These Forms are used to view the full details of a
particular Record, modify the data in an existing Record, or add a new Record. Important points to note
about Single Forms are the following.
a. When a User opens the Form, it will not be possible to change data. Only an Operator or
Administrator can enter data.
b. Forms to edit existing data are normally opened in read-only mode, and need to be unlocked before
data can be edited by clicking on the ‘key’
symbol. The Form then changes to data entry mode.
Click on the ‘lock’

symbol to return to read-only mode.

c. When adding a new Record, an empty Form will appear. However, even on an empty Form some
Fields will already have predefined data in them, for example: Location: Not specified; Unit:
number; Quantity: 1; Country: Zambia; Institution: 000. These default values should be changed as
needed. It is not allowed to delete the values and leave such Fields empty.
d. The contents of certain Fields may depend on the contents of another Field. For example, when
entering data in the Outputs Register, the available indicators will depend on the output that has been
selected.
e. There are various Function Buttons at the top of the Form. When you are editing an existing record
and click Close, you will be asked whether any data entered or changes made should be saved, and
then the Form will be closed. Click on Delete to delete the entire Record with all the data. After
confirming, the Record is deleted.
f.

When you are adding a new record and click Save, the Form will close and the data will be saved.
Click Cancel to close the Form without saving. Click on Add Another to save the data and clear the
Form so that you can enter data for another new Record.

g. Most Single Record Forms have certain Fields where data must be entered. For an institution, these
are the Institution type, Abbreviated name of the institution, the year when the institution became
involved in the project, the Full name of the institution and the Main activities. The Field names of
these fields are underlined. When you are adding a new Record and try to save the Form while any
of these required Fields are empty, a warning message will appear. The missing data must first be
added before the Record can be saved and the Form closed. Alternatively, use Cancel to close the
Form without saving the data.
h. Some Forms have a Memo Field at the bottom, which may be labelled Comments, Detailed
description or something similar. These Fields accept a large amount of data, equal to several pages
of text. When you select such a Field it may expand in size to give more space for viewing and
typing text. When you exit the Field, it will again reduce in size.

6
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Figure 4. Example of a Form with a single record
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F. Other Forms
14.
The Forms mentioned below will be discussed in more detail in the section on Reports. The Reports,
tables and charts Form is used to select data which are then used to generate a report, table or chart. This
Form does not change any information in the database, it is only used to determine what data should be
extracted for a report. On the Reports, tables and charts Form a report type should first be selected, after
which various selection criteria (filters) can be specified. Based on these selection criteria, data are retrieved
from different Tables in the database and used to generate a report, a table, a chart, or for export.
15.
The Print Management Form is a small Form that appears when a printable report is displayed on
your screen. It can be used to print the report: when you click the Print button, the report will be printed
immediately. The Export button can be used to export the report, either to MS-Word by selecting

or to

a .pdf file by selecting
. When a printable report is exported to MS-Word in this way, a certain
amount of formatting including lines, boxes and shading may be lost. Depending on how email is set up on
the computer, it may also be possible to send the report as an attachment by email, by clicking on Email.
16.
There are various Report Forms that display information extracted from the database on your screen
as a table or chart, using a Form. You will recognize these by the label report on the Form, which means that
the Form shows processed information based on data contained in the database. These Forms cannot be used
to enter or change any data in the database.
G. Request, Warning and Error Messages
17.
When you use the Forms, various messages will pop up from time to time. These are normally selfexplanatory and you mostly proceed by clicking Ok or Cancel. Some of these are produced by MS-Access
while other messages are produced by PlaMES. Some common examples follow.
a. The text you entered isn’t an item in the list. You typed something in a Field with a dropdown list
that is not on the list of options. Select something from the list instead.
b. The text is too long to be edited. You copied data from another source like a document and tried to
paste it into a Text Field, but the data is too long for the Field. Try to copy and paste less data.
c. The field should not be empty. You have deleted data in a Field that requires data. Click Ok and enter
or re-enter the data.
d. The component and activity description are required (use ‘Cancel’ to exit without saving). You tried
to add a new Record using a Data Entry Form and tried to save the data on the Form, but you did not
enter data in one or more mandatory Fields. Click Ok and make sure all the mandatory Fields are
filled; or click Cancel to close the Form without saving.
e. No records found/selected. This message appears when the database cannot find any Records, for
example when you click Edit while there are no Records to edit, or when you try to generate a report
but no Records can be found using the selection criteria you specified on the Reports, table and
charts Form.
f.

Are you sure you want to delete this record? When you click Delete this message will pop up to ask
for confirmation. If you click Yes the record will be permanently deleted. Click No to keep the
record.

8
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g. Data have changed. Do you want to save the changes? You made changes to an existing record (for
example an activity, an institution, an output-level result), and are asked to confirm whether the
changes should be saved. If you click Yes the changes will be saved. Click No to discard the changes
and restore the original data on the record. Click Cancel to continue editing data on the Form.
18.
Most messages only provide information about what is going on in the database. However,
messages that include an exclamation mark are a warning that some action will be taken that cannot be
reversed, such as deleting a Record. You should pay special attention to such messages and understand the
consequences before clicking Yes or No.
H. Form and Report Shortcuts
19.
The database will in most cases show a Form on your screen or a Report in print preview format.
When you want to close a Form, click on the Close button on the Form. When you want to close a Report,
click on the Close button on the small Print Management Form.
20.
Form Shortcuts that can be accessed using the right mouse button are Copy, Cut and
\5
Paste . These Shortcuts can be used to copy data from somewhere else, for example a Word
document, into a Field on the Form, or to copy and paste data from one Field to another Field.
21.
Report Shortcuts that can be accessed using the right mouse button enable you to
zoom in and zoom out when a report is shown in print preview format, or to display two or
four pages of a report simultaneously instead of just one page.

5

You can also use keyboard shortcuts for this: CTRL-C for Copy, CTRL-X for Cut, CTRL-V for paste.
9
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2.

ACTIVITY LEVEL

22.
This section focuses on the lowest level of the logical framework: annual activity planning,
budgeting and AWPB-based progress monitoring. Key tasks during annual planning include defining
activities for next year; specifying budget details for these activities; and setting annual targets for output
indicators. Progress made with implementing planned activities should be recorded throughout the year.
PlaMES has two Registers that are used at this level, as follows.
a. The AWPB register is used to enter planned activities with budget details. These planned activities
are the basis for the Annual Work Plan and Budget (AWPB) and are often included as an appendix
in the AWPB document.
b. Once the AWPB has been approved, implementation of activities can start. The AWPB monitoring
register is then used to add information on progress made with the implementation of planned
activities. Expenditure details are not entered in the database but are captured separately, often using
financial management software. However, expenditure totals by component and quarter can be
entered in PlaMES, to facilitate comparing physical progress (actual implementation of planned
activities) and financial progress (expenditure compared to budget).
A. The AWPB Register
23.
The AWPB Register is a tool that can be used during the annual planning process. Details can be
entered on planned activities: what will be done, when, where, and by whom. An activity can be linked to a
(sub)component and activity code/type. Budget details can also be entered for each activity: the expenditure
category, budget amounts by quarter and amounts by financier. Decentralized planning is possible, in which
case multiple institutions involved in the project plan their own activities, each using their own database. The
activities are consolidated in a central database managed by the M&E Officer through a data exchange
process, after which activities can be discussed, modified and synchronized as needed.
24.
After activities and budget details have been reviewed and approved internally at project level,
various lists of planned activities can be generated and inserted in the AWPB document as tables. A variety
of budget summaries can also be generated and included as tables or chats.
25.
Activities should be described as something the project will do and pay for. For example, the project
intends to conduct training courses, to train horticultural farmers on post-harvest grading, handling and
packing of vegetables. For such training, it is recommended to describe the activity as: conduct training
courses on post-harvest grading, handling and packing of vegetables for horticultural farmers. The unit
would be number or course or training and the quantity would be 6 (training courses). What the project will
do is organize, conduct and pay for 6 training courses.
26.
Activity monitoring in this case will involve recording how many training courses have been
completed, e.g. 4 out of 6 by March. Monitoring at output level will involve capturing the results under an
indicator such as horticulture farmers/leaders trained in value adding, agribusiness and marketing: when the
training courses have been completed, the result (208 men and 137 women trained), will be captured in the
Outputs Register under this indicator. The output indicator is normally broader than the activity, and results
from other training courses (e.g. conduct training on joint transport and sale of crops by horticultural
producers) may be captured using the same indicator.
10
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27.
Another important consideration is how general or specific activities should be. For example, the
project intends to rehabilitate eight roads in various districts. One option is to plan this as one activity:
rehabilitate/improve eight roads to improve access to markets and horticultural production zones in the
programme area. The unit would normally be km and the quantity could be 63 (km). Another option is to
describe the activity as: rehabilitate the market access road connecting horticultural production areas to the
D180 towards Mumbwa which is one of the eight roads. The unit would be km and the quantity would be 9
(km). In this case, the other seven roads would also be planned as seven separate activities.
28.
The first option has an important advantage: it retains flexibility, because the roads are not specified.
Once an AWPB has been approved, planned activities cannot easily be changed, and keeping some
flexibility in the way activities are described is therefore useful. On the other hand, rehabilitating a road is
usually a big job and a major investment, and it is therefore appropriate to define each as a separate activity.
In a situation where it’s not quite sure which roads will be rehabilitated at the time the AWPB is being
prepared, the first option would apply. In a situation where it has already been agreed that road connection to
the D180 will be rehabilitated, it is better to plan it as a separate activity (the second option).
29.
The quality of AWPBs should improve over time based on experience gained. It is important to keep
in mind that the AWPB serves two main purposes: (i) give direction to implementation by defining what
activities the project will carry out the coming year, in order to deliver direct results (outputs); (ii) secure a
budget for those activities. Activities should not be so general that they become unclear or meaningless, but
should also not be so specific that the number of activities becomes too big and all flexibility is lost. Activity
planning involves an effort to find the right balance between retaining flexibility and providing enough detail
for major activities/investments.
30.
Click > The AWPB on the Dashboard to open the Form shown in Figure 5. Initially the Form will be
empty and all the Function Buttons except Close will be disabled. The first thing you must do is select a year
for which activities will be planned. Once you have done that, the other Function Buttons will be enabled
and any activities that were entered previously for that year will be shown. The Form is read-only and cannot
be used to add or change data.
31.
The number of activities shown can be reduced by using Filters at the bottom of the Form. By
selecting a Quarter of the year as Filter, only activities that are planned for that quarter will be shown\6.
Likewise, selecting an Institution as Filter will only show activities for which the selected institution is
responsible. Another Filter is (sub)component: when you use this Filter only activities that fall under the
selected project component or sub-component will be shown. The description contains Filter can be used to
select only those activities that have certain words (for example road or training) in the activity description.
To remove Filters and again show all the activities, click Show All.
32.
When the Form is opened, the activities are Grouped by (sub)component. This means that all the
activities under the first (sub)component are shown first, followed by all the activities under the second
(sub)component, etc. Within a (sub)component, the sort order of activities can be changed: to move an
activity up by one position click
, to move an activity up by ten positions click
, to move an activity
down by one position click

, and to move an activity down by ten positions click

6

.

The purpose of this Filter is to get an overview of the activities that require attention in a certain quarter of the year. If
Quarter 2 is selected as Filter, all activities that are planned for Quarter 2 are shown: this includes activities that are
planned only in Quarter 2, but also activities that are planned in multiple quarters, for example Quarter 2, 3 and 4.
11
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Figure 5. Annual planning Form with an overview of planned activities for 2018/19

33.

To Group the activities by institutions instead of by (sub)component, click on the Button
By whom. To again see the activities organized by (sub)component, click on the Button
Subcomp. The
sort order of activities can only be changed when the activities are grouped by (sub)component. You can
click on the ⅀ button any time as you enter activities, to quickly view the total budget for the year.
34.
On the Annual Planning Form, click Add to add a new activity for the selected year\7. This will open
the New activity Form shown in Figure 6. There are three Mandatory Fields on this Form: data must be
entered in those Fields in order to save the new activity.
a. (sub)component: select the component or sub-component under which the activity belongs.
b. Activity description: type a short description of the activity, for example conduct training courses on
post-harvest grading, handling and packing of vegetables for horticultural farmers.
c. Quantity: type the number to be achieved, for example 6 training courses. Depending on the settings,
there can either be one quantity for the year or four quarterly quantities.
7

Once an AWPB has been approved, activities should not be changed and the system administrator can therefore
disable planning for a certain year. In that case the function button to add new activities will be disabled.
12
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35.
At any time, click Cancel if you don’t want to save the new activity. When data has been entered in
the mandatory Fields, you can either click Save to save the new activity and close the Form, or click
Add Another to save the new activity and clear the Form. You can then add another new activity.

Figure 6. New activity Form to add a new activity

36.
In addition to the Mandatory Fields the Form has Optional Fields, for which data may not always
exist or be available when a new activity is entered. The Optional Fields are the following.
a. Activity code: a set of codes used by the project to classify activities by activity type. Not every
project will use this, but such codes may be used in financial software (Chart of Account codes), and
using the same codes in PlaMES facilitates comparing financial progress (expenditure) and physical
progress (actual implementation of planned activities).
b. Implement when: tick one or more quarters of the year during which the activity is expected to be
implemented, for example quarter 2 and 3: Implement when
.
These are automatically selected when you enter a quantity or a budget amount for a certain quarter,
but they can also be manually selected and deselected.
c. Institution: select the institution responsible for the activity from the dropdown list. The list shows
all the institutions entered in the Institutions Register. While more than one institution may be
involved in implementing an activity, one institution should be designated as responsible for
making sure the activity is implemented. Use this Field to identify that institution.
d. Person responsible: type the name or position of the main person involved in or responsible for the
activity, the person who should be contacted first for information or questions about the activity.
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e. Area/where: select a geographical area: a district, province, region, etc. This Field is on a Sub-form,
and multiple areas can be selected: each time you select an area, an additional Field becomes
available at the bottom. To remove an area, click on
f.

.

Category: select the expenditure category (these are from the financing agreement). Note that the
currency used for budgeting is mentioned above this data field.

g. Cost code: select a cost code from the dropdown list. These cost codes are project-specific: they may
be used in the project’s own financial management system, or they may be government cost codes
that are used to present budget information to government. If such cost codes are not used by the
project, there will be only one general option (000000 not specified). The cost code and related
budget amounts are on a Sub-form: multiple budget lines with different cost codes can be entered,
and each time you enter a cost code, an additional Field becomes available at the bottom. To remove
a cost code after it has been entered, click on

.

h.

Quarter 1 - 4: type budget amounts
for the quarters. If the project uses
cost codes, there may be multiple
budget lines, with quarterly
amounts for each budget line. If the
project does not use cost codes, you should only use one budget line with amounts.

i.

Financier: select a financier from the dropdown list. The financiers and related budget amounts are
on a Sub-form: the activity budget may be funded by multiple financiers, and each time you select a
financier an additional Field becomes available at the bottom. To remove a financier, click on

j.

.

Amount: type the budget amount for the financier. This can be done in two ways (see Figure 7):
(i) type an amount in the Amount Field; (ii) type a percentage at the right-hand side of the Sub-form.
When you type a percentage, it will be used to calculate an amount based on the total for all the
budget lines entered under the cost codes.

k. Budget comments: more detail on what the budget amount is based on. For example: if the activity is
conduct fodder trials and demonstrations, the budget comments field could specify the cost items:
(i) seeds 15000; (ii) fertilizer 20000; (iii) pesticides & herbicides 10000; (iv) silage making
equipment 40000; (v) casual labour 12000.
Figure 7. Entering financier amounts on the New activity Form

Enter amount

or %

In both cases the result will be:

37.
To modify data for an existing activity, click Edit on the Annual planning Form. This will open the
Activity Form shown in Figure 8, which is the same as in Figure 6 except that many of the Fields already
have data. The Form is opened read-only and must be unlocked for editing, by clicking on the ‘key’
symbol, which changes the Form to data entry mode. This can be done by an Operator or Administrator.
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38.

When editing an activity, you will be asked to confirm whether data that is added or changed in
data entry mode should be saved: select Yes to save the data, No to restore the original data, or Cancel to
continue editing. Click Duplicate and a small Form will appear, where you can select a year. After
confirming, the activity and all its details will be copied to the selected year, which can be the same year or a
different year. Click Delete to delete the entire Record with all the data for an activity. A warning message
will appear and if you click Yes the Record will be permanently deleted.
39.
The total of the amounts entered for cost codes and the total of the amounts entered for financiers
must be the same: this is the total budget for an activity. Whenever this is not the case, there will be a
warning (see Figure 8). Add or change budget amounts so that the totals are the same: the warning will
disappear and instead the total budget amount will be shown, for example Total budget = 3,600,000. Budget
amounts are normally in local currency (or thousands of local currency), as mentioned on the Form, for
example All budget amounts in ZMW (Kwacha).

Figure 8. Activity Form to edit data for an activity that was previously entered

B. Monitoring AWPB implementation
40.
Systematically entering planned activities, as described above, makes it easy to monitor progress.
From the moment the AWPB has been approved and implementation starts, progress information should be
added to planned activities. The AWPB monitoring Register can be used to add and update four pieces of
status information for each planned activity (see Figure 9):
a. how much has been achieved compared to the planned quantity for the activity (for example 4 out of
6 training courses completed or 11 out of 30 storage facilities built);
15
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b. the status of an activity, using standard statements with associated color coding, such as not yet due
(green) or ongoing but behind schedule (red) or fully completed (green);
c. a short comment to further explain the status of the activity or action required, for example Five out
of nine schemes have been covered, work in the other four is ongoing, or Expected to start in August
or This cannot start because approval of the scheme development plans has been delayed;
d. An indication whether the activity has a problem that requires intervention by someone else besides
the institution that is implementing the activity, for example by government or project management.
41.
Monitoring at activity level should continue throughout the year. The status of activities should be
reviewed and updated regularly, at least monthly, and the data should be used to inform management, for
decision making and reporting. It is important to note that the AWPB monitoring Register only keeps the
latest status information: when the status of an activity is updated, the new status information replaces the
previous status information.
Figure 9. Progress monitoring data to be added to planned activities
AWPB Register

AWPB monitoring Register for monitoring at activity level
 status

standard statements describing the status of an
activity as assessed by the implementer

 monitoring
comments

a short description of the progress made, problems
encountered, action required

 issues (action
required)

for activities that have encountered specific
problems: whether action/intervention by
management is required (yes or no)

expected/planned
quantity

 achievement

a measurement of what was really achieved,
compared to the expected/planned quantity

budget

 expenditure

actual expenditure incurred compared to the budget
– details entered in financial management system

description of the
planned activity

42.
Click > AWPB monitoring on the Dashboard to open the Form shown in Figure 10. The number of
activities shown can be reduced by using Filters at the bottom of the Form. By selecting a Quarter of the
year as Filter, only activities that were planned for that quarter will be shown. Select an Institution as Filter
to only show activities for which the selected institution is responsible. Select a (sub)component as Filter to
show only activities that fall under the selected project component or sub-components. Two other Filters
relate directly to progress information. Select a predefined Status to show only activities that have that status,
for example fully completed. Activities that have problems and require attention are marked with a red flag
, and the same red flag can be used as a Filter, to only show activities that have problems (tick the flag)
or to only show activities that don’t have problems (remove the tick mark). Description contains can be used
to type one or more words; only activities that have those words in the activity description will be selected.
Use the modified filter and select a date to see only records that have changed since that date. Use the by
filter to see only records entered in the database by a certain institution. To remove Filters and again show all
the activities, click Show All.
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Figure 10. Progress with the annual plan: Form with progress data for planned activities
unlock for editing...

then update progress information

43.
The Form is opened read-only and must be unlocked for editing, by clicking on the ‘key’
symbol,
which changes the Form to data entry mode. Click on the ‘lock’
symbol to go back to read-only mode.
Any data that is added or changed in data entry mode will be automatically saved as soon as the Form is
closed using Close or when you move to another Record. While you are editing data for one activity, you can
cancel changes made for that activity using the ‘undo’ button
click a function button, changes will automatically be saved.
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44.

PlaMES contains the following activity status definitions:
a. not yet due: the activity is not yet due to start, for example because it is planned to start in quarter 3
and it is now quarter 2;
b. due but not started: the activity should have started by now but it has not started;
c. ongoing and on schedule: the activity has started, is ongoing (not completed), and is on schedule;
d. ongoing but behind schedule: the activity has started, is ongoing, but is behind schedule;
e. postponed, not completed: the activity started (or maybe did not start at all), has not been completed
but has been postponed and will be implemented at a later date or even next year;
f.

cancelled, not completed: the activity started (or maybe did not start at all), has not been completed
but was cancelled and will no longer be implemented;

g. partially completed: the activity started, has ended but only part of the planned quantity was
achieved/implemented – this is mainly used at the end of the year to capture incomplete activities;
h. fully completed: the activity started, ended, and the planned quantity was fully achieved.
C. Institutions Register
45.
The institution responsible for implementing an activity is selected from a dropdown list which
shows all the institutions that have been entered in the Institutions Register. This register contains key data
on institutions and service providers involved in implementation of the project. The purpose of the
Institutions Register is: (i) to have key information about institutions involved in the project in one place – a
kind of address book; (ii) to be able to indicate in a consistent manner which institutions are doing what, in
terms of implementing activities, delivering outputs, or receiving benefits.
46.
Click > Institutions Register on the Dashboard to open the Form shown in Figure 11. This Form
shows all the institutions that have previously been entered, and can be used to quickly look up an institution.
The Form is read-only and cannot be used to add or change data. The number of institutions shown can be
reduced by using Filters at the bottom of the Form. Selecting an institution type as Filter will only show
institutions of the selected type, for example service provider NGO or government agency/project. Type
characters in the Name contains Filter and only institutions that have a name which contains those characters
will be shown. You can also enter a filter date
to show only institutions for which details
have been changed after that date. To remove Filters and again show all the institutions, click Show All. To
get a printable report with details of one institution, click Detailed Report (see Figure 12 for an example).

Figure 11. Institutions Register Form with an overview of institutions involved in the project
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Figure 12. Printable report with details for one institution

47.
On the Institutions Register Form, click Add to add a new institution. This will open the New
institution Form shown in Figure 13. There are four Mandatory Fields on this Form, which means it is
required to enter data in those Fields in order to save the new institution.
a. Institution type: select an institution type from the dropdown list, for example input supplier.
b. Abbreviated name: type the acronym or an abbreviated name for the institution (10 characters
maximum), for example IFAD in the case of the International Fund for Agricultural Development.
c. Involved in the project since: select the year that the institution became actively involved with the
project, as an implementing agency, service provider, beneficiary, or otherwise.
d. Full name: type the full name of the institution, for example Ministry of Agriculture.
48.
At any time, click Cancel if you don’t want to save the new institution. When data has been entered in
the four mandatory Fields, you can either click Save to save the new institution and close the Form, or click
Add Another to save the new institution and clear the Form. You can then add another new institution.
49.
It can happen that you are entering a planned activity or an output-level result and want to select an
institution, only to discover that the institution you want has not yet been entered in the Institutions Register.
In such cases you can quickly add the institution by clicking on

. This will open a small Form that can be

used to search for an institution or to add a new institution. On this small Form click on
, fill the four
Fields with mandatory information and click on Save. When you add an institution in this way it is saved in
the Institutions Register, where you can add addtional details later on.
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Figure 13. New institution Form to add a new institution

50.
There are another 12 Fields on the Form that are Optional Fields, because data may not always be
available\8. However, the more data is entered, the more useful the Record becomes.
a. Main activities: a short description of the main activities of the institution, preferably the main
activities in relation to the project, because this is more relevant than general activities.
b. Contact person: the name of the main contact person for the project in the institution.
c. Position: the position of the contact person, for example Manager or Chief Extension Officer.
d. Mailing address: the full address to be used when sending mail to the institution.
e. Physical address: full description of where the institution can be found, in most cases this would be
where the contact person can be visited.
f.

Location: the location of the institution selected from a list of predefined locations, which can be
districts, provinces, counties, regions, etc.

g. Country: the country where the institution is located. By default, the country of the project is shown,
but this can be changed if the institution is, for example, a service provider or donor or research
organization that is based in another country.
h. Tel1: the telephone number of the institution or contact person.

8

i.

Tel2: another telephone number of the institution or contact person.

j.

Fax: the fax number of the institution or contact person, if applicable.

k.

Email: the email address of the institution or contact person.

Two special data Fields with the symbols
and
which will normally be used by the M&E Officer.

can only be changed in the central database of the project,
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l.

Comments: this memo Field can be used to type any other relevant information about the institution,
for example a web address, or the names of people who are directly involved with the project besides
the main contact person, or even the full Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that describes the
roles and responsibilities (this could be copied and pasted from a Word document).

51.
To modify data for an existing institution, click Edit on the Institutions Register Form. This will open
the Institution Form shown in Figure 14, which is the same as in Figure 13 except that many of the Fields
already have data. The Form is opened read-only and must be unlocked for editing before data can be entered,
by clicking on the ‘key’
symbol, which changes the Form to data entry mode.
52.

When editing an institution, you will be asked to confirm whether data that is added or changed in
data entry mode should be saved: select Yes to save the data, No to restore the original data or Cancel to
continue editing. Click Delete to delete the entire Record with all the data for an institution. A warning
message will appear and if you click Yes the Record will be permanently deleted.
Figure 14. Institution Form to edit data for an institution that was previously entered
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3.

OUTPUT LEVEL

53.
This section focuses on the output level of the logical framework. Project activities are planned and
implemented in order to deliver outputs, through which higher project objectives will be achieved. Outputs
are the deliverables of a project: they can be “bought” by planning appropriate activities and using resources
well. They are also the level of accountability of a project: do the direct results justify efforts made and
money spent? If the project intervention logic is sound and outputs are delivered, it is likely that higher level
objectives will be achieved.
54.
To facilitate this aspect of monitoring, a set of project outputs is normally defined together with
output indicators. To meet IFAD’s data requirements, project-specific indicators can be linked to IFAD’s
Core Indicators in PlaMES. Quantitative monitoring of outputs will involve recording data on output
indicators. The link to Core Indicators makes it possible to report automatically on those indicators, while
recording data only for the project-specific indicators. Another, complementary way to look at the delivery
of outputs is through qualitative analysis, using case studies, observations from the field and analytical
comments by project implementers and management.
55.
Data on results and indicators at output level should be recorded continuously throughout the life of
the project. The output indicators used by the project must be well understood by everybody involved in
monitoring, and for each indicator it must be very clear who collects, checks and enters the data. PlaMES has
two Registers that are used at this level, as follows.
a. The Beneficiary Organizations Register is used to enter key data on local organizations, the
members of which comprise the target group of the project. Farmer’s groups, savings and credit
groups and other types of beneficiary organization can be entered in this Register. Indicators can be
used to record data for each specific Beneficiary Organization.
b. The Outputs Register is used to enter results of capacity building interventions, development of
infrastructure and facilities, distribution of inputs, provision of loans or matching grants, and other
types of results. Indicators are used to capture quantitative data while other data fields can be used to
further elaborate on a specific result.
A. Beneficiary Organizations
56.
Local organizations, such as producer groups, marketing organizations, savings and credit groups
and other Community-Based Organizations (CBO) often play a key role in IFAD projects: to more
effectively carry out economic activities; to manage local infrastructure; to represent the interests of farmers;
and to deliver services to members. In some projects, most or all of the beneficiaries are members of such
local organizations. Many projects invest in strengthening existing and establishing new local organizations,
and in those cases it would be useful to capture data on these local organizations.
57.
The Beneficiary Organizations Register is meant to record data and monitor results in this respect.
The purpose of this Register is: (i) to record key information about local groups and organizations benefitting
from the project; (ii) to link selected data, for example on the membership of these organizations, to projectspecific indicators and Core Indicators.
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58.
Click > Beneficiary Organizations on the Dashboard to open the Form shown in Figure 15. This
Form shows all the beneficiary organizations that have previously been entered. The Form is read-only and
cannot be used to add or change data. The number of organizations shown can be reduced by using one or
more of the Filters at the bottom of the Form. To remove Filters and again show all the organizations, click
Show All. Select an organization and click on Detail to get a printable report with details of that organization
(see Figure 16 for an example).

Figure 15. Beneficiary organizations register Form with local organizations

Figure 16. Printable report with details for one beneficiary organization
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59.
On the Beneficiary organizations register Form, click Add to add a new organization. This will open
the New beneficiary organization Form shown in Figure 17. There are four Mandatory Fields on this Form,
which means it is required to enter data in those Fields in order to save the new organization.
a. Type: select a type of organization from the dropdown list, for example water users association.
b. Abbreviated name: the acronym or abbreviated name for the organization (10 characters maximum),
for example WADUKA for the Waduka Cassava Farmers organization.
c. Year of joining: the year in which the organization became involved with the project as a beneficiary.
d. Full name: the name of the organization, for example Waduka Cassava Farmers organization.
Figure 17. New beneficiary organization Form

60.
At any time, click Cancel if you don’t want to save the new organization. When data has been entered
in the mandatory Fields, you can either click Save to save the new organization and close the Form, or click
Add Another to save the new organization and clear the Form. You can then add another new organization.
61.
The other Fields on the Form are Optional Fields, where data can be added when it becomes
available. The Optional Fields are the following\9.
a. Year established: the year in which the organization was originally established.
b. Main activities: a short description of the main activities of the organization, in particular the main
activities as far as they are relevant to and supported by the project.
c. Contact person: the name of the main contact person in the beneficiary organization.
9

Two special data Fields, with the symbols
and
, are not discussed here. They can only be changed in the
central database of the project, which will normally be used by the M&E Officer.
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d. Position: the position of the contact person, for example Chairperson or Secretary.
e. Tel: the telephone number of the organization or contact person.
f.

Location: the location of the organization selected from a list of predefined locations, which can be
districts, provinces, counties, regions, etc.

g. Physical address: a full description of where the organization can be found, this may be a market
center or the home of the chairperson or the location of a store owned by the organization.
h. Coordinates: geographic coordinates, which can be used to locate or map Beneficiary Organizations
- a separate small Form pops up to enter coordinates;
i.

Members (M): the number of members (men) of the organization.

j.

Members (F): the number of members (women) of the organization.

k. Initial status: select the baseline status of the organization from a list, when it became involved with
the project. This could be, for example: A. advanced organization, B. intermediate organization or
C. basic organization. These definitions are project-specific. The service provider or institution that
works most closely with a beneficiary organization would regularly assess its status using a
procedure set by the project.
l.

Status after support: select the current/latest status of the organization from a list, as was done for the
initial status. This is the organization’s status after receiving project support.

m. in: the year when the current/latest status of the organization was assessed.
n. Comments: this memo Field can be used to add other details about the organization, in particular in
relation to services it has received under the project, and in relation to its performance and status.
o. Indicator: select an indicator from the dropdown list. The indicator and related data are on a Subform: multiple indicators can be selected, and each time an additional Field becomes available at the
bottom. To remove an indicator, click on

.

p. Year: the year in which the indicator result should be counted. This is a mandatory Field: for each
indicator that is selected, the year in which it should be counted must be selected.
q. Total: the total result (a number) for the indicator for the selected year. For example, for the indicator
water users associations established or strengthened (number) the result would be 1.
r.

⅀: this check box is selected by default, which means the data entered for the indicator will be
counted towards the annual result for the selected year, and will also be included when calculating
the cumulative result for the indicator in the selected year and subsequent years. After removing the
check mark, the result is counted towards the annual result for the selected year, but is not included
when calculating cumulative results. This can be useful to address the issue of double counting.

s. The next five data fields can be used to disaggregate\10 the total result for indicators that count
numbers of people. They can be used to enter the number of women (Fem♀); the number of female
heads of households, women leaders or business owners (Lead♀); the number of youths (Y); the
number of indigenous people (IND). Which data fields can be filled depends on the indicator and is
determined when PlaMES is installed. This can be changed by the M&E Officer using the
Administrator Options.
t.

Outreach (HH): here you have two related data fields side by side. For certain indicators that count
people, for example number of persons receiving inputs, the checkbox can be selected. When you

10

More details on the approach to disaggregation used by IFAD can be found in: Taking IFAD's Results and Impact
Management System (RIMS) to the Next Level, Document EB 2017/120/R.7/Rev.1, IFAD, 10 April 2017.
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select the checkbox , the number of people counted under the indicator is automatically included
when calculating a total for the outreach indicator 1 Number of persons receiving services promoted
or supported by the project. When you select the checkbox, the number of people in the Total field is
copied into the Outreach (HH) field, where HH stands for household. That number is then
automatically included when calculating a total for the outreach indicator 1.a Corresponding number
of households reached. In cases where the number of households should be less than the total
number of people, for example because there are various group members who come from the same
household, the number of households in the Outreach (HH) field can be reduced to be lower than the
number of people in the Total field.
62.
To modify data for an existing organization, click Edit on the Beneficiary organizations register
Form. This will open the Beneficiary organization Form shown in Figure 18, which is the same as in Figure
17 except that many of the Fields already have data. The Form is opened read-only and must be unlocked
before data can be entered, by clicking on the ‘key’
symbol, which changes the Form to data entry mode.
This can only be done by an Operator or Administrator.
63.

When editing an organization, you will be asked to confirm whether data that is added or changed in

data entry mode should be saved: select Yes to save the data or No to restore the original data. Click Delete to

delete the entire Record with all the data for a beneficiary organization. A warning message will appear and
if you click Yes the Record will be permanently deleted.

Figure 18. Beneficiary organization Form to edit data for an organization
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B. Outputs Register
64.
Some indicators related to the strengthening of or service provided to beneficiary organizations can
be captured in the Beneficiary Organizations Register, as discussed above. Other results and indicators at
output level will be captured using the Outputs Register.
65.
When PlaMES is set up, each output indicator is linked to a project output, and to a Core Indicator, if
applicable. The Outputs Register can be used for various purposes: (i) to have an overview of results that
have been achieved during a certain year; (ii) to view details on one particular result, e.g. one training that
has been conducted or one service center that has been built; (iii) to generate totals for project indicators.
66.
To add a project result, click > Outputs Register on the Dashboard, which will open the Form shown
in Figure 19 (note that filters have been applied). This Form shows selected data for all the results that have
previously been entered, including the output, a description of the result and its location. The ‘achieved’
column only shows numbers when the indicator filter is used at the bottom of the Form. The Form is
read-only and cannot be used to add or change data, but it can be used to quickly look up a specific result.
The number of results shown can be reduced by using one or several of the Filters at the bottom of the Form:
the project Output under which the result belongs; a specific Indicator; the Year in which the result was
achieved; and Where the result was achieved (which geographic area). Type a search term (some characters
or words) in the Description contains box to find results for which the description includes the characters or
words you are looking for. You can also enter a filter date
to show only results for which
data have been changed after that date. To remove Filters and again show all the results, click Show All. To
get a printable report with data for one result (see Figure 20 for an example), click anywhere in the Record of
the result you want and then click on Print.
Figure 19. Outputs register Form with an overview of project results
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Figure 20. Printable report with details for one project result

67.
On the Outputs register Form, click Add to add a new project result, which will open the Form
shown in Figure 22. The Form shows a list with all the output indicators of the project. The first step is to
select the result you want to use, which can be done in two ways: (i) you already know which indicator the
result belongs under, for example improved or rehabilitated irrigation schemes – find that indicator in the
list and click on it; (ii) you don’t know which indicator to use yet, but you know the output under which the
result falls, for example 1.1.2 (Improved capacity of farmers and leaders to grow irrigated horticultural
crops) – find that output and click on any of its indicators, it doesn’t matter which one. When you have made
the selection, click Add.
68.
A New result Form that looks like the one shown in Figure 21 is opened. This Form will be slightly
different depending on whether the result is a training/capacity building result, an infrastructure/facilities
result, a financial services result or other result.
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Figure 22. New result selection Form

Figure 21. New result Form
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At this point, the output on the Form has already been selected, but can be changed. There are two
Mandatory Fields on this Form: it is required to enter data in those Fields in order to save the new result.
a. Output: select the appropriate project output from the dropdown list.
b. Description of the result: type a short description of the result, for example District-based processing
facility established, to buy cassava from local farmers and add value. Results should be described as
something that has been achieved: ... established, constructed, conducted, trained, provided.
69.
At any time, click Cancel if you don’t want to save the new result. When data has been entered in the
three mandatory Fields and other Fields for which data are available, you can either click Save to save the
new result and close the Form, or click Add Another to save the result and add another new result.
70.
The other Fields on the Form are optional, and data can be added whenever it becomes available.
The more data is entered, the more useful the Record becomes. The Optional Fields are the following.
a. Location: select the location where the infrastructure/facility can be found from a list of predefined
locations, which can be districts, provinces, counties, regions, etc.
b. Coordinates: type the coordinates of the location where the infrastructure/facility can be found; these
coordinates would be obtained using a handheld Global Positioning System (GPS) or smartphone. A
separate small Form will open where coordinates can be entered\11, either in degrees, minutes,
seconds (DMS) format (for example 15°25'32"S,28°18'39"E) or in decimal format (for example
-15.425556°,28.310833°). If you click on
below the Coordinates, it will show the point using
Google Maps in your browser. You can also manually copy and paste the coordinates into mapping
tools such as Google Earth and Google maps.
c. Implementing institution: select from the dropdown list the institution responsible for delivering the
result (institution that conducted training, contractor that established infrastructure, etc.).
d. Owner/responsible: select from the dropdown list the institution or beneficiary organization that
owns or is responsible for something that was established with project support (a road, market, store,
processing equipment, improved rangeland, woodlot, nursery, office, training center, etc.).
e. Comments: use this memo Field to type any other relevant information about the project result, for
example more details on the type of training and people trained, or on the infrastructure established,
or on the market linkages established, etc.
f.

Date and Milestone: milestones are major steps along the way while preparing and delivering a
result. Entering milestones is optional and only useful in certain cases. To enter a milestone, type a
date or use the Date Picker to select a date, and type or select a milestone description\12, for example
work plan approved. The milestones are on a Sub-form: multiple milestones can be entered. Each
time one is added, a new, empty Field becomes available at the bottom. To remove a milestone after
it has been entered, click on

.

11

Latitude can be North or South, Longitude can be East or West. Degrees can be between 00 and 89 for latitude and
between 00 and 179 for longitude. Minutes and seconds can be between 00 and 59. GPS devices may give a reading
which includes decimals for the seconds, for example 15°25'31.63"S,28°18'39.17"E. In such cases, round to the nearest
second, in this example 15°25'32"S,28°18'39"E.
12

Normally a dropdown list requires you to select one of the items on the list. For milestones this is not the case, and
there may not even be any items on the list. If there are, you can either select an item from the list or type something
else as milestone. Thus, the project can have both standard milestones that are used frequently (for example report
received) and ad-hoc milestones that are typed for a specific result, for example earthwork completed.
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g. Indicator: select an indicator from the dropdown list. The indicators are on a Sub-form: multiple
indicators can be selected, and each time you select an indicator, an additional Field becomes
available at the bottom. To remove an indicator after it has been entered, click on
. The
indicators that are available will depend on the output that has been selected. Note that in this data
field the unit of measurement is shown first, followed by the indicator description, for example
(person) Horticultural farmers/leaders trained in irrigated crop production or (ha) Command area
of improved or rehabilitated irrigation schemes or (number) Grading, packing and cooling facilities
established.
h. Year: the year in which the indicator result should be counted. This is a mandatory Field: for each
indicator that is selected, the year in which it should be counted must be selected.
i.

Total: the total result (a number) for the indicator for the selected year. For example, for the indicator
(person) district, provincial and national staff trained in value chain analysis and development the
result could be 24 persons trained.

j.

⅀: this check box is selected by default, which means the data entered for the indicator will be
counted towards the annual result for the selected year, and will also be included when calculating
the cumulative result for the indicator in the selected year and subsequent years. After removing the
check mark, the result is counted only towards the annual result for the selected year, and is not
included when calculating cumulative results. This feature can be used to address the issue of double
counting.

k. The next five data fields can be used to disaggregate\13 the total result for indicators that count
numbers of people. They can be used to enter the number of women (Fem♀); the number of female
heads of households, women leaders or business owners (Lead♀); the number of youths (Y); the
number of indigenous people (IND). Which data fields can be filled depends on the indicator, and is
determined for each indicator when PlaMES is installed. This can be changed by the M&E Officer
using the Administrator Options.
l.

Outreach (HH): here you have two related data fields side by side. For certain indicators that count
people, for example number of persons receiving inputs, the checkbox can be selected. When you
select the checkbox , the number of people counted under the indicator is also included when
calculating a total for the outreach indicator 1 Number of persons receiving services promoted or
supported by the project. When you select the checkbox, the number of people in the Total field is
copied into the Outreach (HH) field, where HH stands for household. That number is then included
when calculating a total for the outreach indicator 1.a Corresponding number of households reached.
In cases where the number of households should be less than the total number of people, for example
because various training participants come from the same household, the number of households in
the Outreach (HH) field can be reduced to be lower than the number of people in the Total field.

71.
To modify data for an existing result, click Edit on the Outputs Register Form. This will open the
Outputs Form shown in Figure 23. The Form is opened read-only and must be unlocked for editing before
data can be entered, by clicking on the ‘key’
symbol, which changes the Form to data entry mode.

13

More details on the approach to disaggregation used by IFAD can be found in: Taking IFAD's Results and Impact
Management System (RIMS) to the Next Level, Document EB 2017/120/R.7/Rev.1, IFAD, 10 April 2017.
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72.

When editing a result, you will be asked to confirm whether data that is added or changed in
data entry mode should be saved: select Yes to save the data, No to restore the original data or Cancel to
continue editing. Click Delete to delete the entire Record with all the data for an output-level result. A
warning message will appear and if you click Yes the Record will be permanently deleted.

Figure 23. Outputs Form to edit data for a project result
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4.

OUTCOME AND IMPACT LEVEL

73.
Outcomes are results related to the specific objectives of the project, results that can be traced back
to the deliverables/outputs. The Project Development Objective (PDO) is the final outcome of a project, and
the way in which a particular project contributes to a broader overall goal. Outcome indicators are used to
assess the extent to which outcomes are being achieved, together with qualitative analysis: case studies,
observations from the field and analytical comments by project implementers and management. Data on
outcome indicators may be collected during a baseline survey, around the mid-term of a project, at project
completion, and annually between mid-term and completion. It takes time to achieve results at outcome
level, and such results would only be expected several years after activities on the ground have started.
Reporting at this level often starts around the time of the Mid-Term Review, but should start as early as
possible, whenever results at this level become noticeable and data become available. Data for outcome and
impact indicators will mostly be obtained using sample surveys, but for some indicators can be collected by
project implementers as part of monitoring (for example: CI 2.2.1 Number of new jobs created).
74.
Click > Outcomes/Impact Register on the Dashboard to open the Form shown in Figure 24. Then
select an indicator from the dropdown list. Once an indicator has been selected, any data that have been
entered previously for that indicator will be shown. The existing data can be edited and new data can be
added - both baseline data\14 and data on indicator results. The Form is opened read-only and must be
unlocked for editing before data can be entered.
Figure 24. Outcomes and Impact Register Form: first select an indicator.

75.
When an indicator has been selected and the form has been unlocked for editing, data can be added
or modified for the selected indicator (see Figure 25). For most outcome and impact indicators data would be
entered infrequently, only when a survey has been
conducted. Any existing data that are changed in data
entry mode will automatically be saved. When adding a
new record, you will be asked to confirm whether it
should be saved. Click Delete to delete an entire Record
with all the data for a certain year for the selected
indicator.
14

Baseline data would be entered for indicators that compare a future situation to an initial situation, such as average
crop yields, but not for indicators that measure results without comparing to an initial situation, such as farmers who
have adopted technologies promoted under the project or number of jobs created.
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Figure 25. Outcomes and Impact Register Form: entering data.

Indicator data

76.

Indicator description

When you enter data for an outcome or impact indicator, the following Fields can be filled.
a. Year: select either Base in the case of baseline data, or the year for which indicator data is being
entered. When baseline data are not collected at the beginning of a project but some years later, it is
better to use the actual year when data collection was done, instead of base, and mention in the
comments field that it concerns baseline data.
b. Total: the total result for the indicator for the selected year. For example, for the IFAD Core
Indicator (Number) Percentage of rural producers’ organizations engaged in formal
partnerships/agreements or contracts with public or private entities (%) the result could be 41
percent. Note that 41% is entered as 41 (the unit makes clear that is concerns a percentage).
c. ⅀: this check box is selected by default, which means the data entered for the indicator will be
counted towards the annual result for the selected year, and will also be included when calculating
the cumulative result for the indicator in the selected year and subsequent years. After removing the
check mark, the result is counted only towards the annual result for the selected year, and is not
included when calculating cumulative results.
d. The next five data fields can be used to disaggregate\15 the total result for indicators that count
numbers of people. They can be used to enter the number of women (Fem♀); the number of female
heads of households, women leaders or business owners (Lead♀); the number of youths (Y); the
number of indigenous people (IND). Which data fields can be filled depends on the indicator, and is
determined for each indicator when PlaMES is installed. This can be changed by the M&E Officer
using the Administrator Options.

15

More details on the approach to disaggregation used by IFAD can be found in: Taking IFAD's Results and Impact
Management System (RIMS) to the Next Level, Document EB 2017/120/R.7/Rev.1, IFAD, 10 April 2017.
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e. Outreach (HH): these are two related data fields side by side. For certain indicators that count
people, for example Number of women reporting improved quality of their diets, the checkbox can
be selected. When you select the checkbox , the number of people counted under the indicator is
also included when calculating a total for the outreach indicator 1 Number of persons receiving
services promoted or supported by the project. When you select the checkbox, the number of people
in the Total field is copied into the Outreach (HH) field, where HH stands for household. That
number is then included when calculating a total for the outreach indicator 1.a Corresponding
number of households reached. In cases where the number of households should be less than the
total number of people, the number of households in the Outreach (HH) field can be reduced to be
lower than the number of people in the Total field. However, outreach will not often be captured
using outcome indicators, this is usually done at output level using output indicators.
f.

Location: this Field can be used to indicate the geographic area where the indicator data comes from.
This will often be the entire project area, especially for data collected through sample surveys, but it
could be more specific in some cases.

g. Description/comments: this Field can be used for elaboration: for example, to describe how the
indicator data was collected, or to explain why the numbers or percentages that are reported are
unusually low or unusually low high.
h. Survey: in many cases, data for outcome and impact indicators will be collected using sample
surveys. The Survey checkbox can be used to indicate whether this is the case.
i.

n = : when you put a checkmark in the Survey checkbox, this Field becomes available to indicate the
response rate. Use this Field to record the number of questionnaires on which the question that
provides data for the indicator has been answered, not simply the sample size of the survey.
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5.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

77.
The tools discussed so far focus on recording what the project does (activities), delivers (outputs)
and subsequently achieves (outcomes/impact). This involves continuously collecting and entering data in the
AWPB Monitoring Register, Beneficiary Organizations Register and Outputs Register. An historical
overview of facts and figures is thus created that represents the project’s efforts and direct results. This is a
core function of M&E.
78.
Equally important is analysis of reasons why the project is effective or not; lessons learned about
interventions that work and those that do not; examples of how the target group adopts certain new
approaches and technologies or fails to do so; and stories that illustrate how farmers and households are
better off as a result of project interventions. A Knowledge Management Register is included in PlaMES, to
enter such information and keep it in one place.
79.
Click > Knowledge Management on the Dashboard to open the Form shown in Figure 26. Initially
the Form will show Lessons, but this can be changed by clicking Stories. The type of information entered
for lessons and stories is the same, the main difference is that lessons learned are short analyses of project
performance, effectiveness and results, while stories from the field are longer descriptions, to illustrate or
give real-life examples of project interventions and results.
80.
The number of lessons or stories shown on the Form can be reduced by using Filters at the bottom of
the Form: the Year in which the lesson or story was entered; description contains to only show lessons or
stories that include the word or words you type there; and a filter date
to show only
lessons/stories for which details have been changed after that date. To clear the Filters and again show all the
lessons or stories, click on Show all. You can clear only one filter, in this case the Year filter, by selecting the
first option on the dropdown list which is a blank. This also applies to filters on other Forms.
Figure 26. Knowledge management Form showing lessons learned
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81.
To add a new lesson learned, make sure that
Lessons is selected on the Knowledge management
Form and click Add. This will open the Knowledge management – lesson learned Form shown in Figure 27.
To add a new story, make sure that
Stories is selected and click Add. This will open a Knowledge
management – stories from the field and case studies Form, which looks the same except for the Form title.
There are five Fields on the Form including three Mandatory Fields, which means it is required to enter data
in those Fields in order to save the new lesson learned or story from the field.
a. Short description (mandatory): type a sort description of the lessons learned (maximum 140
characters). For stories, this Field is called Title / summary and should be used to type the title or
short description of the story from the field or case study.
b. Year (mandatory): select the year in which the lesson learned or story was recorded and entered.
c. Audience for this information (mandatory): type for whom this information will be relevant.
d. How it was shared or distributed: type how the lesson or story was shared or distributed, using what
type of media or fora.
e. Detailed description: the full description of the lesson learned. For stories this Field is called Full
story or case study and will be used to type the full story.
82.
At any time, click Cancel if you don’t want to save the new lesson/story. When data have been
entered in the three mandatory Fields, you can either click Save to save the new lesson/story and close the
Form, or click Add Another to save the new lesson/story and clear the Form. You can then add another new
lesson/story.
Figure 27. Knowledge management – lesson learned Form to add a new lesson
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83.
To modify data for an existing lesson learned, make sure that
Lessons is selected on the
Knowledge Management Register Form, click anywhere on the Record with the lesson you want to edit, and
then click Edit. To edit an existing story, make sure that
Stories is selected, click anywhere on the Record
with the story you want to edit, and then Edit. This will open a Form like the one shown in Figure 28. The
Form is opened read-only and must be unlocked for editing before data can be entered, by clicking on the
‘key’
symbol, which changes the Form to data entry mode.
84.
When editing a lesson or story, you will be asked to confirm whether data that is added or changed
in data entry mode should be saved: select Yes to save the data, No to restore the original data or Cancel to
continue editing. Click Delete to delete the entire Record with all the data for a lesson or story. A warning
message will appear and if you click Yes the Record will be permanently deleted.
Figure 28. Form to edit data for a story from the field or case study

85.
One difference between the Forms to enter/edit lessons, and the Forms to enter/edit stories, is that for
lessons the detailed description Field is limited to 800 characters. This is done to make sure that lessons
learned are short and to the point (the paragraph you are reading right now has 460 characters, to give an idea
of the available space). For stories, the Full story or case study Field does not have a limit and can contain up
to six pages of text.
86.
When you enter a lesson and reach the maximum number of characters in the detailed description
Field, a warning message will appear above the field saying that You have reached or exceeded the maximum
allowed text size. Excess text will be removed. When you exit the Field with that message showing, some of the
text at the end of your lesson may be removed. To prevent this, reduce the text yourself until the warning
message disappears.
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6.

DATA EXCHANGE

87.
A project can have multiple databases, in different locations or for multiple institutions. First, there
will always be one central database in the unit, department or institution that is responsible for managing the
project. This central database will be used by the M&E Officer, or someone else appointed as System
Administrator. Second, there can be decentralized databases, used by lead implementing agencies and lead
service providers. Third, there can be decentralized databases within the management unit, allowing data
entry by various people on various computers. Fourth, read-only databases can be installed that allow users
to view data and generate reports, but not enter data. A process of data exchange ensures that all data are
compiled in the central database, and that selected data are sent from the central database to decentralized
databases. This process is illustrated in Figure 29.
Figure 29. Data exchange

88.
Data exchange requires that institutions using the
database send their data file to the unit or institution where
the central database is kept. The M&E Officer or System
Administrator will indicate how and when this should be
done. After data exchange has been carried out, each
institution will receive its updated data file and can then
continue using the database. Click > Data Exchange on the
Dashboard to submit the data file for data exchange. There will
be several messages asking for confirmation. One of those
messages shows to which folder the data file will be copied:
make sure that this folder is correct. After confirming, the data
file will be copied and the database will close.
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89.
The data file can then be sent to the unit or institution where data exchange will take place. This can
be done using a flash drive, via email, or automatically using a cloud-based service such as Google Drive.
When you reopen PlaMES, it will be
read-only and instead of > Data Exchange
you will see > Status, until the System
Administrator has completed the data
exchange process and an updated data file
has been returned. When you click on
> Status, a separate small Form will open
that shows information regarding the data
exchange process. In case of any
problems16, you can click on Rollback to
cancel data exchange - but do this only in
consultation with the System Administrator.
90.
Every time you open PlaMES, it will check if
an updated data file has been returned, in the same
folder it was copied to. If this is the case, you will see
this message: Data exchange has been completed, data
have been updated. You can continue with data entry. You
can then log on and resume entering data.
91.
Read-only databases will automatically look for an updated data file when you open the database.
Updated data files for read-only databases become available automatically after each data exchange.
Alternatively, the System Administrator can make these data files available
manually from the central database, and can send them via email, using a flash
drive or cloud-based service to the people and institutions that use the read-only
database. When such a file is found, it will be copied and a message will appear
before you log on. Click > Update location to define or change the folder where
PlaMES looks for an updated data file.

16

Examples of possible problems: (i) the data file was copied to a wrong folder - you can cancel data exchange and then
initiate data exchange again, but this time copy it to the correct folder; (ii) PlaMES on your computer is an older
version, while the administrator database has been updated to a newer version - you can cancel data exchange, have
PlaMES updated, then re-submit for data exchange; (iii) the data file was accidentally deleted from the folder in Google
Drive where it was copied to - you can cancel data exchange and re-submit for data exchange.
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7.

REPORTS

A. Using the Data
92.
The previous sections have mostly focused on entering data. Once a routine for data entry has been
established, PlaMES will over time become an increasingly valuable resource. The data it contains should
then be used by project management and implementers, to:
 regularly check the status of activities and project results – the system will contain more detailed
facts, figures and observations than any one person can remember;
 facilitate informal discussions, as well as formal meetings and workshops with project staff and
implementing partners, aimed at planning, progress review and problem solving;
 learn and share lessons about the project’s successes and failures; interventions that are effective and
those that are less effective; and strengths and weaknesses of project implementers and their
approaches;
 make informed management decisions, for example about where the project should focus its efforts
and commit more funds; which implementers should be provided with capacity building to improve
their performance; or which problems should be solved as a matter of priority;
 prepare good quality reports for government and project financiers; meet reporting requirements
such as Core Indicator reporting; and provide information about the project to other stakeholders
including the target group.
93.
The data in PlaMES can be consulted by opening and searching through any of the registers that
have been discussed in the previous sections. The data can also be used to prepare reports, which are the
focus of this section: what types of reports are there; how can you use PlaMES to prepare reports, tables or
charts; and how can you print, export or email these.
B. The Reports, tables and charts Form
Click > Reports on the Dashboard to open the Form shown in Figure 30. You can also click the
Reports button on various other Forms\17 to open the Reports Form. In those cases, the report type will
automatically be selected. The Reports Form is the starting point for generating most reports, tables and
charts. The first step is to select a report type, for example: AWPB implementation. For some report types,
you can then further specify the type of report at the top of the Form: for example, selecting the report type
AWPB implementation gives the additional options Summary and Details. For some report types you can
94.

select a year, for example
. This may be mandatory ('a year must be selected' will be shown) or
optional, in which case data will be for one year if a year is selected, or for all years if none is selected.

17

The Institutions Register, Beneficiary Organizations Register, AWPB Register, AWPB Monitoring Register, Outputs
Register, Outcomes/Impact Register, Knowledge Management Register.
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Figure 30. Selecting a report type

Depending on the report type you select, various filters may appear where it says Filters: only include
data that meet the selected criteria. You can use these filters to limit the amount of data that are included in the
report. Note that filters are applied to printable Reports and to Tables, but not to Charts. For the report type
AWPB implementation (see Figure 31), the filters are: Institution, to select only those activities that are
implemented by one institution; Quarter, to select only those activities that were planned (fully or partially)
for a specific quarter of the year; and Where, to select only activities that were planned in a specific location,
like a district, province, or region. To quickly remove the year and any other filters you have selected, click
on Clear. The selected report type will not be removed.
95.

96.
You can generate a Table, a Report or a Chart: which options are available depends on the report type
you select. When, for example, a certain report type cannot be generated as a chart, that function button is
disabled and becomes grey: Chart instead of Chart. Charts open on a separate Form, which may contain one
or multiple charts. When you click on the arrow button another chart will be shown, if available; for some
budget summaries, for example, a pie chart will first be shown followed by a more detailed column chart.
97.
Printable reports will have a standard title depending on the report type and the filters that you have
selected. This title is shown in the box next to the three arrows
, for example: SAMPLE AWPB
implementation for the year 2018/19. Institution: all. Quarter: 2. Instead of using this standard title, you can type
a customized title where it says A customized title can be typed below (only for reports). Another way to create a
customized title is to copy the standard title by clicking on

, and then modifying that title.

98.
Printable reports by default have a date at the top of the first page. If you don’t want to include a
date, remove the check mark from
Include today’s date. The reports also have page numbers by default,
starting with 1. You can change the number of the first page, which may be useful if you want to later
combine different reports, or you can choose not to include page numbers by removing the check mark from
Include page numbers starting at. The total number of pages of a report is also shown, but you can choose
not to include that by removing the check mark from
Include total number of pages.
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Figure 31. Example of filter options and custom title for report

99.
When you click Report, a printable report will appear on your screen
together with the small Form shown in Figure 32. You can make this Form
even smaller by clicking on
and restore it to the original size by clicking
on . Use select printer to select or change the printer. Click on Print to
immediately print the report using the selected printer (there will be no other
print-dialogue). Select
txt and click Export to export the report to Word,
but note that some formatting such as lines, shading and table borders may
be lost. Select
PDF and click Export to export the report to a .pdf file,
which will have all the formatting. PDF files cannot easily be edited, but
recent versions of MS-Word can import a PDF file and then it can be edited.
Click Email to send the report by Email: this will open a new message in
your Email programme with the report as an attachment and the report title

Figure 32. Print Control Form

as the text of the Email message. Click on the camera symbol
to capture
part of the screen as an image that can be inserted into reports\18.
C. Reports at Activity Level
100.
The first type of report at activity level is a list of planned activities. On the Reports, tables and
charts Form, select AWPB as the report type. Three options will appear at the top of the Form:
Activities
list which is the default choice; and

must be selected, for example
Figure 33.

Budget details and

or

All details as other options. In each case a year

. Some examples of this report type are shown in

18

After clicking the camera symbol, move the cursor to the top-left corner of the area you want to copy (the cursor will
become a crosshair like this ). Click once using your mouse. Then move the crosshair to the bottom-right corner of
the area you want to copy (you will see a red rectangle as you move the mouse) and click. A ‘picture’ will have been
taken of the selected area: now go to your document and insert it where you want (using Paste or ctrl-v).
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101.
The first option,
Activities list, will give you a list with planned activities for a certain year, using
data from the AWPB Register. Filters can be used to limit the activities to those implemented by one
Institution, those implemented in a specific Quarter of the year, and those implemented in a certain
geographic area. The second option,
Budget details, will give you a list of planned activities with budget
details, again using data from the Annual Planning Register. Click Report to get a printable report, or click
Table to get a table with activities exported to Excel.
Figure 33. Examples of reports at activity level
list of activities

list of activities with budget details

102.
The third option,
All details, will give you the most complete overview of planned activities for a
certain year. This report can only be generated as a table: all the available data will be collected and exported
to Excel (see Figure 34). When you generate this table, there will be a message that offers the option to have
months instead of quarters in the exported table. If you click Yes, both the timing of activities and the budget
details will be shown by month instead of quarter. For example, an activity that was planned for quarter 2
could be shown as planned for Apr-May-Jun. If the activity has a budget of 20,000 for quarter two, the
budget would be equally divided among April, May and June (6,666.67 for each month).
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Figure 34. Example of exported Table with all details at activity level

103.

The second type of report at activity level is the budget summary. On the Reports, tables and charts

Form, select Budget summary as the report type and select a year, for example
. Then select the
budget summary type, for example, budget by component and quarter or budget by category and financier.
Click on Table to open the Report with the budget summary table (see Figure 35 for an example), or click
Chart to get a chart with budget summary information.
Figure 35. Example of a budget summary table

104.
The budget summary Report will show total amounts in local currency (or thousands of local
currency), for example ZMW (Zambia Kwacha), based on budget details that have been entered in the
AWPB Register. It is possible to show the amounts in thousands (or millions) by clicking on the check box
'000: the amounts in the table will be divided by 1000 and Amounts in ZMW will change to Amounts in
thousand ZMW. Remove the check mark from

'000 and the original amounts will return.

105.
It is also possible to change the currency to foreign currency. When PlaMES is installed, the local
currency is selected. The foreign currency is always United States Dollars (USD). Yearly exchange rates
between local currency and USD can be entered by the System Administrator. Click on
USD and the
budget totals will be converted, using the exchange rate shown on the Form, and Amounts in ZMW will
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change to Amounts in USD. Select
ZMW and the amounts will be converted back to local currency. Note
that the actual budget data in the database does not change because of this, only the calculated totals that are
shown. Click Export to export a budget summary table or a budget summary chart to Excel (see Figure 36).
Different types of budget summary tables and charts can be prepared this way:
 budget by (sub)component and quarter
 budget by institution and quarter
 budget by geographic area and quarter
 budget by component and category
 budget by category and financier
 budget by activity type and quarter
Figure 36. Example of a budget summary table and budget summary charts exported to Excel

106.
The third type of report at activity level is about activity monitoring: it contains information on the
progress made with implementing planned activities. On the Reports, tables and charts Form, select AWPB
implementation as the report type. Options will appear at the top of the Form: Summary,
Details and
by activity type. A year must be selected, for example

.

107.
This report type will give progress information on planned activities for the year. Filters can be used
to limit the activities to those implemented by one institution; those implemented in a specific quarter of the
year; and those implemented in a certain geographic area. Click Report to get a printable report, click Table to
export tabulated information to Excel. To get a quick impression of progress with AWPB implementation,
click Chart. This will open a Form that shows various charts with activity progress information.
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a. Number of activities by activity status: this chart shows the number of activities that have been
marked as being on schedule, behind schedule, postponed, fully completed etc. Figure 37 shows
what this chart would typically look like in the beginning of the year, halfway through the year and
towards the end of the year.
Figure 37. Chart with status information for activities in the AWPB

Beginning of the year (first quarter):
many activities are planned for later in
the year and are not yet due; some are
ongoing and on schedule, others
ongoing but behind schedule.

Halfway through the year: many
activities are ongoing, and are either on
schedule or behind schedule. A good
number of activities have been
completed.

End of the year: most activities have
been partially or fully completed. Some
may have never started, were postponed
or cancelled.

b. AWPB implementation: achieved compared to planned (see Figure 38). This chart is based on the
planned quantities (by quarter) and achievements that are entered for each activity. An average
achievement level\19 is calculated for each component and for the entire project, which shows how
implementation progresses during the year.
Figure 38. Chart showing achieved compared to planned quantities for each component and the entire project

The chart on the left shows
the situation at the end of
March 2019, which in this
example is the end of the
third quarter. For the entire
project, implementation of
the AWPB has reached a low
40%. Component 2 is the
worst performing at just over
20%, Component 4 is the
best performing at about
63%.

19

What is shown is a weighted average, using two factors: activity budget, because activities on which more money is
spent are more important, and an additional factor which is used for correction, because budget does not always
adequately represent the importance of an activity. For quarter 1, the weighted average of (quarter 1 achievement /
annual quantity) is calculated for all activities. For quarter 2, the weighted average of ((quarter 1 achievement + quarter
2 achievement) / annual quantity is calculated for all activities, etc.
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c. AWPB implementation: physical progress and financial progress (see Figure 39). This chart is based
on the planned quantities and achievements that are entered for each activity, the budget details that
are entered for each activity and the total expenditure by component, obtained from the financial
system, that is entered at the end of each quarter. Physical progress is calculated as an average
achievement level\20 for all activities at a certain point during the year. Financial progress is
calculated by comparing cumulative expenditure and total budget\21. The comparison of physical
progress and financial progress is shown for each component and for the entire project.
Figure 39. Chart showing physical progress and financial progress, for each component and the entire project

The chart on the left shows
the situation at the end of
the third quarter. For each
component and for the
entire project, the red bars
show financial progress
(total expenditure quarter 13 compared to the annual
budget), and the blue bars
show physical progress
(results for quarter 1-3
compared to planned annual
quantities in the AWPB).

108.
On the Reports, tables and charts Form, the option
by activity type will give you a list of planned
activities grouped by type of activity or chart of account code: for example, an activity type could be public
infrastructure and facilities, under which you may find various planned activities such as: road selection
workshops for 2015/16 road rehabilitation; and rehabilitate roads to improve access to markets and
production areas. This type of report can only be exported to Excel, and aims to assist in further comparing
physical progress (implementation) with financial progress (expenditure). The exported table will contain
planned activities grouped by code, with information on timing, planned quantities and achievements, and
also with budget information for each activity (see Figure 40). If expenditure information by chart of account
code can be exported from financial management software, it can be added to this table for comparison.

20

What is shown is a weighted average. The comparison is to annual planned quantities. When only activity results for
quarter 1 have been entered, the comparison is quarter 1 achievements compared to annual planned quantities. When
results for quarter 2 are also entered, the comparison is (quarter 1 achievements + quarter 2 achievements) compared to
annual planned quantities. Etc.
21

When aggregate expenditure has been entered for quarter 1, the chart shows quarter 1 expenditure compared to the
annual activity budget. When aggregate expenditure for quarter 2 is also entered, the chart shows quarter 2 expenditure
compared to the annual budget. Etc.
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Figure 40. Exported table with activity budget and progress information by activity type

109.
The next type of report is a listing of institutions. On the Reports, tables and charts Form, select
Institutions as the report type. There are no options for this report type and only one Filter: the institution
Type. The report simply consists of a list of institutions involved in the project. Click Report to get a printable
report or click Table to get a table with institutions exported to Excel. In both cases, the institutions are
grouped by institution type and sorted alphabetically, see Figure 41.
Figure 41. Example of a report with project-related institutions
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D. Reports on Results and Indicators
summary

110.

Three main types of reports are available on project results:

a. the Indicator Summary Report presents the results hierarchy and
indicators of the project, showing annual, mid-term and completion
targets, as well as annual and cumulative results for indicators;

more detail

b. Intermediate Reports present a list of project results, and it is these results that
contribute to the indicator totals in the summary report;
more detail
c. Detailed reports contain detailed information on project results,
which could be the details for one particular training (M&E
training for project staff) or set of training courses (20 Farmer
Field Schools); the details for one facility constructed (a road) or
a series of facilities established (50 water points); or the details for one beneficiary organization.

111.
To prepare the Indicator Summary Report, select Indicator Summary as the report type on the
Reports, tables and charts Form. A year can be selected but this is optional. The other filter options, shown
in Figure 42, are a follows.
a. You can select the type of indicators that will be included in the Indicator Summary Report: only
indicators that are in the logical framework (the default option); only indicators that are not in the
logical framework; or all indicators. IFAD keeps the project’s logical framework in its own
Operational Results Management System (ORMS), and supervision missions are tasked with
updating indicator data in ORMS. Selecting indicators in the logframe will provide the necessary
data (targets and results). But only a small number of indicators are allowed in the logical framework
for IFAD projects, and projects will often need to track additional indicators, for management
purposes or government requirements. Such indicators are entered as indicators that are not in the
logframe. A summary table with targets and results for the full set of indicators can be generated by
selecting all indicators.
b. PlaMES can be used to record data for Total Outreach indicators, Goal/impact indicators, PDO
indicators, Outcome indicators and Output indicators that are included in the results hierarchy. In
addition, the system can be used to record operational details, for example: steering committee
meetings held; AWPBs, annual reports and audit reports produced; motorcycles distributed; field
monitoring vists conducted. You can select which levels of indicators are included in the Indicator
Summary Report.
c. For various indicators that measure numbers of people at output level, outcome level and for total
outreach, data can be entered disaggregated. For example, for the IFAD Core Indicator 2.1.2 Number
of persons trained in income-generating activities or business management the total number of
persons trained, the number of women trained, the number of youths trained and the number of
indigenous people trained can be entered22. You can select how disaggregation will be shown in the
Indicator Summary Report: select none to only show totals; select partial to show totals and a partial
breakdown (women, youths, indigenous); select full to show totals and a complete breakdown
(women, men, youths, non-youths, indigenous, non-indigenous).

22

More details on the approach to disaggregation used by IFAD can be found in: Taking IFAD's Results and Impact
Management System (RIMS) to the Next Level, Document EB 2017/120/R.7/Rev.1, IFAD, 10 April 2017.
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Figure 42. Filter options for the Indicator Summary Report

112.
Click Table to generate the Indicator Summary Report, which is prepared as a table in Excel. The
Indicator Summary Report will always include mid-term and completion targets, as well as any baseline data
that has been entered for indicators. Based on the selections made, it will include annual targets and results
for one year or for all years. It can include only logframe indicators or all indicators, and it can include
selected levels of the results hierarchy, as described above. The numbers in the report are calculated using
indicator data that have been entered in different places: (i) Form to enter targets (used only by the System
Administrator); (ii) Beneficiary Organizations Register; (iii) Outputs Register; (iv) Outcomes/Impact
Register. These calculations can either be the sum of all results entered or the average of all results entered this is decided for each indicator during setup. In Figure 43, the annual result for 2017/18 of 142 ha for the
indicator Number of hectares of farmland under water-related infrastructure constructed/rehabilitated (Core
Indicator 1.1.2) may be the total of five different irrigation schemes, each entered separately in the Outputs
Register. The fact that the cumulative result for that indicator is 187.5 ha means that another 45.5 ha had
already been rehabilitated prior to 2017/18.

Figure 43. Part of an Indicator Summary Report with targets and results in Excel
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113.
The Indicator Summary Report is highly summarized: it uses indicators with numbers to show what
a project has achieved. But what are those numbers based on? That is a key function of PlaMES: to capture
the details that lead to those numbers. Intermediate reports at output level can contain a listing of:
(i) beneficiary organizations with indicator information, using the specific results that have been entered in
the Beneficiary Organizations Register; (ii) output-level results with indicator information, using the data
entered in the Outputs Register.
114.
To prepare an Intermediate Report on beneficiary organizations, select Beneficiary organizations as
the report type on the Reports, tables and charts Form. Two options for the report will be shown at the top of
the Form. The default option,
by location, will give a list of beneficiary organizations grouped by
geographic area. Click Report to get a printable report (see Figure 44) or Table to get a table in Excel. For the
second option,
by type, Report will give a printable report with the beneficiary organizations grouped by
type of organization. When you click Table for this report type, the resulting table in Excel will include
output indicators that have been used for each organization. Both report types will include a summary
followed by a listing of beneficiary organizations.
115.
A year can be selected but this is optional. Without a year all beneficiary organizations will be
included. If you select a year, only organizations that joined the project during that year are included. Four
other Filters are available to reduce the number of beneficiary organizations that are included in the report:
the Type of beneficiary organization defined by the project, for example Water Users Association; the Initial
Status of the organization (for example basic organization) as well as the Current Status (after receiving
project support); and Where the organization is located (which district, province, region, etc).
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Figure 44. Intermediate report with beneficiary organizations grouped by location

Pie chart showing current status of a selected type of Beneficiary Organization (Water Users Associations); and
column chart comparing baseline and current status for all Beneficiary Organizations.

116.
To prepare an Intermediate Report on output level results, select Output level results as the report
type on the Reports, tables and charts Form. Click Report to get a printable report, which will show results
that have been entered grouped by output and indicator.
117.
A year can be selected, but this is optional. Without a year all results will be included. If you select a
year, only results that were delivered during that year are included. Four other Filters are available to reduce
the number of results that are include in the report: Output, which means you can prepare a report with only
the results that fall under one project output; Indicator, which gives a report with only results under one
output indicator; and Where the result was achieved or delivered, which gives a report with all the results in
one specific district, province, region, etc.
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Figure 45. Intermediate report at output level: results by output and indicator

Figure 46. Intermediate report at output level: charts for output indicators

118.
Detailed reports present all the information for one result in a printable report. This can be the details
for one institution in the Institutions Register; the details for one beneficiary organization in the Beneficiary
Organizations Register; or the details for one result in the Outputs Register (see Figure 47 for an example).
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Figure 47. Printable report with details for one project result

119.
Detailed reports are not accessed using the Reports, tables and charts Form. Instead, click
> Institutions Register or > Beneficiary Organizations or > Outputs Register or > Knowledge Management on
the Dashboard. When the overview Form is on the screen, find the Record for which you want a detailed
Report and click anywhere so that the Record is selected. Then click Detailed Report to get the printable
detailed report onto the screen. This is the most detailed type of report that PlaMES produces. Examples
have already been shown under the various registers: see Figure 12 for a detailed report for one institution,
Figure 16 for a detailed report for one beneficiary organization, and Figure 20 for a detailed report for one
output level result (training/capacity building).
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120.
Note the progression from summarized to detailed reports, which has been illustrated above. In
Figure 47 the details for Chilubula Irrigation Scheme are shown, which is counted under two indicators: one
scheme under improved or rehabilitated irrigation schemes (number) and 18 hectares under command area
of improved or rehabilitated irrigation schemes (ha) - (CI 1.1.2). The same Chilubula Irrigation Scheme (one
project result) is included in the intermediate report shown in Figure 45, which shows a list of irrigation
schemes with totals for the related indicators. Finally, the Indicator Summary Report in Figure 43 shows
annual and cumulative totals for indicators. In Figure 43, Chilubula Irrigation Scheme is one of the six
irrigation schemes that is counted under the indicator improved or rehabilitated irrigation schemes (number)
for the year 2017/18, and the 18 ha of Chilubula Irrigation Scheme is included in the 142 ha reported for the
indicator command area of improved or rehabilitated irrigation schemes (ha) - (CI 1.1.2) for the year
2017/18. In this way, indicator totals can be traced back to detailed data for individual project results.
121.
For indicator reports at outcome and
impact level, click > Reports on the
Dashboard to open the Reports, tables and
charts Form. Select Outcome/Impact level
results as the report type. It is not necessary
to select a year for outcome level reports,
and there are no further options or filters.
122.
Click Report to get a printable report
with information for goal, PDO and
outcome indicators. Tabulated indicator data
(targets and results) are also included in the
Indicator Summary Table. Click Chart to get
a chart with the results for one Outcome
Indicator, PDO Indicator or Impact
Indicator. When the Form in Figure 48 is
shown, select an indicator from the
dropdown list to get a chart with the results
for that indicator. Use the arrow button
to
change the chart: add trend lines (linear,
exponential, logarithmic), remove the trend
line, or include the indicator target.

Figure 48. Chart for a higher-level indicator

A project-specific indicator at goal level

Core Indicator at outcome level
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E. Other Reports
123.
Knowledge Management reports, containing lessons learned or stories from the field, have not yet
been discussed. Lessons and stories can be used to elaborate or illustrate at any level of the logical
framework: outputs, outcomes and impact. Click > Reports on the Dashboard to open the Reports, tables and
charts Form. Select Knowledge management as the report type. You have the option to select a year, to
include results only for that year, otherwise all results are included. Select either
or
and click Report to get a printable report (see Figure 49 for an example).
To print one lesson or one story, click > Knowledge Management on the dashboard and select the
appropriate Record by clicking anywhere in the lesson or story you want to print, and then click Print.
Figure 49. Printable report with all lessons for one year
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Appendix 1. Indicator Summary Report (example)
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